(by Robert G Pelley, 2016/07/28)

Shell Oil closed down its local operations at Gander airport at
the end of 2014, so a review Shell's history in Gander will not go
astray. This is rather difficult because in 1949, Shell
Newfoundland was taken over by Shell Canada and nothing
from the pre-1949 period seems to have been kept. I was
however aided by a number of sources. Firstly, during the
summer of 2000, with my daughter Jennifer, I was able to spend
a day at Shell Canada Headquarters in Montreal going through
Shell magazines from 1950 to around 1958. Secondly, in a
many conversations, my late father, Calvin J Pelley, was able to
givem,e a fair amount of detail from the 40s and 50s. Since the
publication of the first version on the GAHS website, Jim
Simmons whose father was at one time manager of Shell has
been a precious help. Lastly, the photos kindly sent to me by the
late Fred Smeaton are invaluable.
Shell first started its Nfld activities in Botwood to support the
flying-boat operations. A 15,000 gallon storage tank was built at
Norris Arm. A scow called "Oscar" would then transport the fuel
in barrels to Botwood and would then be used as a refueling
barge.

There was also a steel hulled boat called the "May Shell", about 50
to 75 feet in length, a very sleek and powerful boat in its time, which
operated between Botwood and Norris Arm. The boat operator was
Everett Fiander and a fine gentleman he was considered to be.
Shell had no fuel trucks in Botwood. However, its first vehicle used
by Shell in the aviation fuel operation in Newfoundland was cute little
scooter used by Dave Simmons, the supervisor – and by half the
town! (This shot shows non-Shell persons)

There was however according to some reports a small Ford van
used in Botwood at some time by Shell.

When land-based aircraft in Gander replaced the flying boat
operations, fuel was then sent by boat to Lewisporte and by
train to Gander. There was a "gas train" that ran almost daily
from Lewisporte where ocean going tankers unloaded gasoline
into storage tanks. Narrow gauge technology and coal fired
locomotives, later oil fired and eventually diesel locomotives,
would haul 14 tank cars as far as Glenwood. Because of the
hills between Glenwood and Gander, only 7 loaded cars were
hauled over that route. Hence the locomotive and caboose
would have to "double back".
In Gander there was a siding situated more or less between the
runways and the "Army side" where fuel could be transferred
from train to truck. The two photos below were from Mr
Smeaton. The first from very early during the war shows three
Bren gun carriers heading west on Pattison Road. In the middle
ground, on Jewitt Road, the Shell workshops are indicated with
a red arrow. The railway siding is just beyond these buildings.
In the mid-fifties the storage adjacent to the siding at the
workshop on Jewitt Road was replaced by storage near the
wartime air terminal and an underground pipeline was installed
to transport the fuel to this new storage and then to the ramp.

The second, a hand-coloured snap also from Mr Smeaton,
shows a similar, but slightly more recent, viewpoint. The old
Army side can be seem through the trees and what became
Goodyear's Dry goods and hardware can seen the foreground.

The first Shell building was buiding 12 located on the Army side,
across the street from the Star Theatre which wasn't operating
at the time. The assistant manager lived in an apartment at one
end, with mens' quarters which housed unmarried and married
men were at the other end.

Shell personnel later lived basically in two converted wartime
barracks, the first being the single-story Bldg. 30 on the Army
side. The families were at one time, from west to est : Jim
Nichols, Calvin J Pelley, Bill Peddle, Ben Burt (later Harry
Bartlett) and Dave Simmons.

Shell also used the two-story H-type Bldg. 67 on the American
side. The residence was basically for families but the top northwest corner was reserved for single men. Building 67 would
have looked like the one shown below.

The manager of Shell was however entitled to a private home,
which in 1950 had an unheard-of private phone (with the
number 435). This was located in bdlg 31on Chestnut Street on
the Canadian side where resided a number of persons in
decision-making roles in Gander. This was a comfortable twostory cottage, located next to the path going from Chestnut to
the early Drill Hall Stadium, Goodyear's Cash & Carry, and the
Hunt Memorial Academy.

This was the location of the Shell manager’s house on the
Canadian side:

In 1950, Shell had six buildings listed in its files: - Manager's
residence - Assistant manager's residence - Staff house Manager's office - Terminal office and refueling crew - Jewett
Road Plant.
At some point in that general time frame, Shell also acquired the
old RAF officers' cabin at the marine facility on Gander Lake,
which served as focal point for the social activities not only of
Shell employees but Gander residents in general.

The first point that may surprise many people is that the
runways in Gander were built basically by Shell. They might say
no, another company called Colas did them. In fact Colas was a
division of Shell Oil and in 1937 was contracted to provide the
surfacing for the runways. Several options were considered, but
the best was thought to be the construction of a plant in
Newfoundland and later that year Colas Newfoundland Limited
was incorporated.
The port of Clarenville was selected because it was equidistant
from St. John's and the site of the new airport and because of its
proximity to the railway. None of this should be surprising
because the asphalt used in making the runways in Gander is
as much a petroleum product as aviation fuel.
Shell had a large variety of vehicles in Gander which came in by
rail. Below is what appears to be a White tanker being
offloaded from a boat in Lewisport before being shipped to
Gander.

One of the first vehicles in Gander was a Ford pickup
manufactured before the war. There was probably also a 1942
Ford, 2-door coupe, grey in colour, which was in operation until
the early 50's.

The first tanker was of pre-war manufacture, also a Ford, with
an 1100-gallon capacity. The next vehicle was an Autocar,
equally of 1100 gallons, which arrived in 1942. Three Oshkosh
tankers made in Wisconsin followed these vehicles. They were
numbered 5, 6 and 9 and had a capacity of 2000 gallons. When
Shell Canada took over from Shell Newfoundland in 1949, the
numbers where all changed to a 3-digit 500 series. At some
time in that period Shell may have also used a Reo tanker. After
the war Shell used trucks made by an Ontario branch of the
Cleveland-based White Truck Company.
It should be noted that White acquired several truck companies
during this time: Sterling, Autocar, Diamand T and Reo, so
precise vehicle identification can become confusing.
Shell also used small jeep for aircraft oil, carrying a small 200gallon drum in the back. Another vehicle used by Shell was an
enclosed van that came from England. It was a boxy affair with
a slightly slanting front and it apparently was a clunker. It had
frequent cylinder problems, but instead of replacing the piston
rings, as was the usual case, the repair was done by replacing
the cylinder sleeve. It was used for moving oil drums and for
crew transportation as few employees had cars. Lou March got
a new Ford Prefect from England in the late 40's, one of the first
employee-owned vehicles.
Shell had use of a garage on the Army side where maintenance
and repairs were done on the big trucks. Cecil Edison was one
of the mechanics.
The photo below was entitled "First Shell truck". Standing next
to it is Ron Hayden, the first Shell manager. Perhaps even
better known is the dog beside him, known at the time as "Pal".
When the very first airplanes arrived in Gander, Shell had no
real facilities and Pal towed the fuel on a sled. This is the same
dog that became better known as “Sargent Gander”.
http://www.ncanewfs.org/history/pages/gander.html - .VPOA4ChXt-I

At bit less well known is that he had a three-legged dog as well.

Below is the first airplane to be refueled by Shell – in fact be
refueled by anybody – was a Havilland 83C Fox Moth, VO-ADE,
piloted by Doug Fraser, the first plane to land in Gander.

One of the most peculiar photos of Shell is from 1939. It shows
a Shell truck refueling a plane used for refueling in-flight!

The next three photos are typical scenes from the Gander ramp
in the late 40s, early 50s.

The next photo shows a line-up of Shell trucks (and one Esso
truck in the background).

It would appear that Shell was a relatively enlightened company
which tended to recognize the efforts of its employees. For
example every year it would fly four employees to Montreal for
several days for what was called an "Emblem dinner".
The photo below, taken in Gander in 1954, shows a recognition
dinner. Listed are the following, along with their years of service:
EJ Fiander, LA March, WS Russell, SP Bartlett, M Jestican, RN
Hodder, MM Russell, WJ Peddle, S Anstey, AL Wilson, D
Simmons, PL Tremblay, HC Edison and CJ Pelley.

Mr Wilson represented Shell Toronto while Mr Tremblay was
from Montreal. All the others worked for Shell in Gander. There
are other men who worked for Shell in Gander who are not
shown in the photo, possibly because a crew was constantly
needed on the ramp. Missing would include Tom Cleary and
Joe Power. As well, there were two Edisons with Shell, namely
Cyril and Cecil and only one is shown.

From the beginning of Shell operations untilthe new terminal
opened in 1959, there were four managers, with approximate
dates:
- 1937 to 1945

Ron Hayden

- 1945 to 1949

Fred Kay

- 1949 to 1952 Jack McWha
- 1952 to 1959 Dave Simmons
A short note on Ron Hayden - He was the only civilian American
working in Gander before and during the war days and was
considered as the unofficial US Consul for Gander. His house
was frequently visited by Americans of note. A good example
would be the Hollywood singing cowboy star Gene Autry, who
flew as a co-pilot on B-24s.
It would also appear that Shell had a social conscience. I came
across a particular article, from Shell News of December 1959,
which mentions the lack of books in the library of the new
Gander Academy school. This story has been posted here:
http://bobsganderhistory.com/mgoose.pdf
A little known story on Russian flying boats refueled by Shell on
Gander Lake can be viewed here:
http://bobsganderhistory.com/PBN.pdf

